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ICT: Leading and Enabling Canada’s Transformation
into a Knowledge-based Economy

FOREWORD
The information and communications technology industry is the largest, most R&D intensive and
the most mature segment of Canada’s knowledge-based economy. It directly employs nearly
600,000 Canadians – about 20 percent more than the auto sector even when that sector was at
its peak. Its workforce is well-educated: 43 percent have a university degree compared to the
national average of 24 percent; and it is well paid, with compensation 47 percent higher than the
national average. The ICT industry accounts for 38 percent of all private sector research and
development. Its annual $6 billion R&D spending is six times that of the aerospace sector. ICT’s
share of GDP is 4.7 percent, compared to 3.5 percent for forestry and 3 percent for agriculture.
Our rate of growth has been above the national average since 1997.

So ICT is a large and important part of Canada’s economy, with high paying jobs and robust
economic growth based on innovation-intensive commerce. But it also has a unique role as an
enabler of innovation and economic growth. It is the key driver of productivity in a modern
economy. For example, in addition to the 600,000 employees in the ICT industry itself, there are
500,000 ICT workers throughout the rest of the Canadian economy. This is an indication of the
degree to which ICT is a fundamental and pervasive element of every sector of the economy.
That is why studies show that productivity performance is largely a factor of the degree of ICT
adoption.

The ICT industry is keenly aware of the structural changes taking place in the global economy.
These changes are driving developed economies like Canada to look to innovation and
creativity as the basis for their future success and prosperity. As a technology, ICT is actually
enabling many of the global shifts taking place. As an industry, ICT is in the front lines of
globalization. Many of our companies export almost all of what they produce and even smaller
firms operate as mini-multinationals.
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Canada’s ICT industry considers it brings a unique perspective in terms of what Canada needs
to do to succeed in this new environment, and with this a responsibility to advance thinking and
strategy in this area. Some time ago, ITAC began to pull together its work around the topic of
global competitiveness in order to develop a structured approach to devising a strategy to
improve Canada’s competitiveness. This led us to pick key areas where we both could and
should target actions that would significantly improve our competitive position.

There is no doubt that Canada has valuable assets to enable it to succeed in today’s
environment, including a well-educated population, a relatively strong fiscal position, an
increasingly competitive tax regime, a safe and stable business and social environment, a
wealth of natural resources and an enviable quality of life. But there has been growing concern
among policymakers and business leaders that these assets are not going to be enough to
sustain a strong leadership position. There is a sense that we need to pursue with greater
intensity the changes that are needed to strengthen our competitive position in an increasingly
knowledge- and innovation-based global economy. The current global economic crisis simply
heightens the need to do this. The crisis will accelerate restructuring of the global economy and
different countries will come out much stronger or much weaker depending on how they have
acted to position themselves for future long-term success. This point was eloquently made by
the Science Technology and Innovation Council in their recent report:
Maintaining our investments in science, technology and innovation will help us ensure that we bounce back
quickly from the current global economic downturn. Our investments in science, technology and innovation
can help us to build our current strengths, help us to leapfrog competitors who are not in as good financial
shape as we are, and provide us with opportunities to shore up the areas where we are not among the
world leaders. But failing to act, or making the wrong decisions, will turn the short-term problems we face in
the current global financial crisis into a long-term, possibly permanent decline in our living standards. Now
is the time to up our game.1

We have looked at the work of various organizations, such as the Conference Board of Canada,
the OECD, the Economist Business Unit and the World Economic Forum, that assess the
relative competitiveness of different countries. While the rankings and measures used vary,
there is much commonality about what Canada needs to change in order to significantly
1
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improve its competitiveness rankings. We have coupled this information with information from
our own companies about how decisions are made to invest in different countries and attract
global mandates, as well as about how to grow domestic companies to global scale.

We have identified the following key areas to pursue in order to meaningfully improve Canada’s
competitive position. In each case we have chosen the levers where we can have the most
impact on improving our position, we have looked for the course to work on and the metrics or
targets we should set. In particular, we sought to identify where we need to pursue our
objectives with greater intensity.

Talent
In an increasingly knowledge-based economy, it is fundamental for Canada to pursue a
knowledge advantage for its workforce, and we are glad that the Federal Government has
recognized this with its Advantage Canada strategy. This means we need to have sufficient
numbers of people with the right skills here in Canada in order to build Canadian-based
operations and be able to use ICT to drive growth. Recognizing that we do start from a good
basic position, there are areas where we must do better in order to secure our future. We need:
more children taking math, science and technology educational streams and more grads in
related disciplines; more graduates with the right package of education (essentially more people
with a combination of technology and business acumen); and better integration of skilled foreign
workers.

21st Century Infrastructure
Infrastructure is consistently used as a measure of global competitiveness. But it is normally
viewed in a “bricks and mortar” sense. While Canada does need to continue to upgrade this
traditional form of infrastructure, it is essential in a 21st century economy to recognize that
infrastructure goes well beyond bricks and mortar. Here again, we are happy to see our Federal
Government taking this direction in its January 2009 Budget. Broadband and electronic health
records are now internalized in our view of infrastructure.

The modern view of infrastructure includes ICT generally, and specifically:


Broadband: This is the fundamental infrastructure of the 21st century;
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eHealth: Electronic medical and health records, prescription repositories, diagnostic
imaging and their interoperability are the foundation of a sustainable, high-performance
health system;



Digitized Content: In the Internet world, we need to digitize our written archives, otherwise
this would be like building museums, libraries and archive repositories without any roads to
access them.

Innovation and Technology Adoption
Innovation is a key element of competitiveness in today’s world, particularly for a country like
Canada, and an area where Canada consistently falls short. Innovation is not easily quantified.
It is as much about doing things differently and meeting market needs as it is about technology,
but it manifests itself through key quantifiable indicators, notably ICT adoption and R&D
spending, particularly business R&D. While the means to improve our position in terms of
innovation and business R&D spending have remained elusive, we need to take into account
emerging thinking and devise ways of moving ourselves into a leadership position. As a country,
we must develop a mind-set of leadership in the use of innovation and technology to drive
business and governmental productivity in all sectors, to address environmental challenges and
to transform our healthcare system.

Competitive Tax Regime
With a relatively high cost position, a market that is small in global terms and has less growth
potential than developing economies, we need to be able to count on other competitive
advantages. Here again our Federal Government is on the right track in pursuing a competitive
tax advantage. Between our Federal and Provincial Governments, we are significantly
improving our position in terms of our taxes on business and investment. The recent decision by
the Ontario Government, with significant help from the Federal Government, to harmonize its
sales tax regime with the GST is a highly progressive step in improving the competitiveness of
our tax system. The key areas for further improvement are: the competitiveness of our personal
income taxes; and the shortcomings of our otherwise good fiscal support for business R&D.
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Access to Capital
Capital is essential to the development of home-grown technology enterprises. Canada has a
solid banking system but its venture capital pool is thin and limited in size. This has been a
barrier to the development of growth companies, particularly in the technology sector. While we
cannot replicate the size and depth of the US venture capital market which is by far the largest
and most mature in the world, we need to find ways of accelerating the development of this
sector in Canada by removing barriers to foreign venture capital and growing the availability of
venture capital within our country. During the current global economic crisis which actually
emanates from the financial sector, this situation has reached crisis proportions.

Smart Legal and Regulatory Regime
Canada’s legal and regulatory regime is well regarded, though we need to continue to work to
make it “smart” – effective without being too cumbersome. In today’s world we need, over and
above that, a legal and regulatory regime that will drive success and leadership in the Internet
economy. The Internet is profoundly changing how we interact and do business, and how our
traditionally regulated communications industries operate. We must look at our existing regime
and any proposed regulatory interventions from the standpoint of whether they will foster worldleading investment in, adoption and development of technology.

National ICT Strategy
Finally, Canada needs a National ICT Strategy. We have explained above that the ICT industry
is uniquely important to drive growth and prosperity for Canada, both in itself and in its enabler
role. As outlined above, we face significant challenges and opportunities, many of which are
interdependent. This means that an integrated approach is required. This is where lead thinking
is going on the international scene. Canada’s ICT industry strongly believes that our country
should develop a strategy that will coalesce our thinking and our efforts in order to maximize the
ability of the ICT industry to realize its potential for Canada and the ability for Canada to take
advantage of ICT for competitive success and growth in all sectors. That strategy should
comprise the elements identified above and in the sections that follow.

We have elaborated on each of the above topics, including a discussion of measurable targets
and the role of various players, in a number of sectional issue papers set out below.
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TALENT
ITAC’s ICT talent strategy for Canada focuses on two high growth, value-adding job categories:
•

Business professionals who have the knowledge, skills and personal qualities to lead and
support the effective, competitive use of information technologies.

•

Specialized technologists – both ICT-focused and multidisciplinary – who operate at the
leading edge of innovation in every field, be it the arts, logistics, energy, manufacturing,
telecommunications, or life science.

Our next economy is highly dependent on these people and the roles they will play in new and
reinvented industries. The ICT job market has grown through the past 7 years and is anticipated
to exceed overall labour market growth coming out of the recession.
•

In every region of the country, employers can’t find enough qualified business-ICT
professionals. It is estimated that we will need some 65,000 more by 2015.

•

Deep specialized ICT-skilled technologists are critical to innovation and productivity in every
industry as we reinvent the economy for the post-recession 21st century.

The supply of qualified ICT professionals comes from three sources: the post-secondary
education system, immigration, and mid-career retraining.
•

Immigrants have been especially successful in Canada’s highly technical ICT occupations,
but less so in business/ICT jobs where language and contextual knowledge are crucial.

•

Retraining (of manufacturing workers, for example) is likely to be most effective for lower
and mid-skilled ICT occupations such as technicians (some 200,000 ICT workers).

Therefore, ITAC’s priority focus is on the supply and quality of leadership ICT talent from
Canada’s post-secondary education system. As a secondary focus, we will support the
recruitment and integration of qualified immigrants.

This is a multi-faceted issue. The central challenges are as follows:
•

Enrollments in ICT-related post-secondary programs have declined for most of the past
decade.

•

Career choosers in high school, and the parents, teachers, guidance counselors, media and
others who influence them, are typically unaware of the new, attractive ICT careers, or of the
pathways that lead to them.
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•

The structure and marketing of post-secondary programs by colleges and universities are
not optimized to attract students to the new pathways – where they exist.

•

Female students, for a variety of social and cultural reasons, tend not to be interested in
traditional “nerdy” ICT jobs. They are typically unaware of today’s new, more relevant and
multifaceted ICT career paths.

•

Educators, employers and government do not know whether we have the right mix of
specialized and multidisciplinary ICT-related degree programs.

•

The many initiatives that aim to attract young people into technology and science careers
have failed to substantially overcome the challenges described here, for a variety of
reasons.

•

Coordination of employer involvement in attracting students, delivering education, and
facilitating workforce entry depends on individual employers and educational institutions.

•

Many employers need to do better at hiring, developing, motivating and retaining multifaceted business/ICT professionals.

ITAC’s Talent agenda has the following five strategic objectives:
1. Increase enrolments and graduations in priority ICT-related post-secondary programs
across the age cohort.
Target: 10 percent annual growth in university & college enrollments and graduations
(specific programs TBD)
2. Increase share of female enrolments and graduations.
Target: 38 percent female participation in university & college enrollments & graduations of
specified programs, by 2012
3. Better align the curricula and activities of specialized post-secondary ICT-related programs
to ensure that their graduates are ready to meet employer needs.
Action: Conduct in-depth research on demand/supply for ICT specialists (both ICT focused
and multidisciplinary).
4. Improve the competencies of employers to hire, develop, retain and motivate ICT
professionals.
Action: ITAC foster a peer initiative through its HR committee.
Metric: 20 percent improvement in retention rates, male & female.
5. Improve Canada’s performance in producing science and engineering graduates.
Metric: move from 20th to 5th in OECD rankings by 2015.
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To accomplish these objectives, ITAC will use its resources, and foster the involvement of its
members, in selected industry activities that support the following initiatives:
•

Increase awareness among high school students and influencers about the nature and
attractiveness of 21st century ICT career paths, as well as the educational pathways to these
careers. Ensure distinctive messaging for young women and students with various interests.
Support activities by members and other industry organizations e.g. CCTCT (Canadian
Coalition for Tomorrow’s ICT Skills) ICT Week, (Information and Communications
Technology Council) Focus on Information Technology, media, etc.
Metric: Improved perceptions using as benchmark 2009 CCICT Conference Board of
Canada survey.

•

Support formation of a nationally branded, widely recognized professional business/ICT
undergraduate degree program.
Action: Talent committee to involve ITAC members in CCICT’s initiative.

•

Support creation of a national online marketplace for specialized and multidisciplinary ICTrelated programs for career choosers, employers, educators, and government policy
makers. (multipartite – with various stakeholders)
Action: Talent Committee coordinate ITAC members to contribute to CCICT “ITË+You” Web
site.

•

Foster greatly increased employer participation in the design, delivery and workforce entry
activities of priority post-secondary ICT-related education programs.
Action: Talent Committee work with ITAC members and industry organizations to optimize
existing and potential activities in this area.

•

Launch an executive peer program to improve the career value proposition for ICT
professionals in member/client/end user organizations.
Action: Identify senior ICT human resources executive to lead this initiative

•

Support the efforts of the private, public and NGO sectors to promote Science Technology
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) literacy through a national campaign.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Develop a national ICT skills strategy for Canada.

Coalesce the efforts of the private, public and NGO sectors to promote STEM literacy
through a national campaign. Aim to improve Canada’s performance in producing
science and engineering graduates (moving from 20th to 5th by 2015).
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Industry and government should invest in programs that foster increased enrollments in
next generation ICT careers (business/ICT professionals and specialized/multidisciplinary technologists). It should support national collaborations among postsecondary institutions, employers and career transition organizations that improve
pathways to these next generation careers.

The ICT sector should collaborate more closely with the academic sector to strengthen
existing cross disciplinary programs and encourage the creation of more.
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21st CENTURY INFRASTRUCTURE
In times of economic crisis, governments frequently undertake accelerated investment in
infrastructure to create jobs and stimulate ailing economies. Since the New Deal, this type of
investment has conventionally been the construction of roads, harbours, buildings and
electrification projects.

Infrastructure is also a basic foundation for economic competitiveness. ITAC believes that in the
21st century, we must expand our view of infrastructure spending to include the modern
infrastructure that underpins the data and Internet environment upon which so much of modern
commerce and social interaction are carried.

This expansion of our thinking is necessary to merely keep up with the times. A more modern
perspective of what constitutes infrastructure will actually produce higher value return than
conventional thinking. As the Information Technology and Innovation Foundation, based in
Washington, has demonstrated, investment in digital infrastructure creates a network effect that
offers superior job creation benefits because of a “network multiplier” effect. The network
multiplier “arises from the new consumer and business behaviours, functionalities and
downstream industries enabled by the ICT infrastructure. The network effect employment
multiplier refers to the new jobs that will be created through the new applications and services –
many manifested in entirely new industries and/or firms – that digital infrastructure makes
possible.”2 ITIF argues that digital investments spur a host of innovative new products and
services. And since wages in the ICT sector are higher than the national average (by 47 percent
in Canada), the jobs created are of higher value intrinsically and for the process of innovation
which they seed.

In this regard, we applaud the Federal Government for explicitly making and identifying
investments such as broadband and electronic health records as infrastructure investments in
its February 2009 Budget.

2

Atkinson, Robert D., Daniel Castro and Stephen J. Ezell, “The Digital Road to Recovery: A Stimulus Plan to Create
Jobs, Boost Productivity and Revitalize America,” Information Technology and Innovation Foundation, January 2008.
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RECOMMENDATION:
Ensure that plans for infrastructure investment embrace modern concepts about what
constitutes infrastructure including investments in broadband, electronic health and the
digitization of cultural content.

Broadband
Canada, by force of its immense geography, is a networked nation. We were early adopters of
all forms of modern communication and were at one time global leaders in the use of advanced
broadband networks. In recent years we have lost this leadership position with other countries
surpassing us for broadband penetration, Internet and electronic commerce use. With
communications as a core Canadian competency, we must reassert our leadership and reclaim
our place at the forefront of countries pioneering in the digital age.

The availability of broadband, throughout the country at a fair price, is universally recognized as
necessary if Canadian society and the Canadian economy are to be in a position to take
advantage of the benefits of greater connectivity – including enhanced access to government
services, e-health, e-education, improved access to information upon which to make investment
and purchasing decisions, etc.

Given Canada’s very large land mass and relatively small population it is not surprising that
Canada was quick to recognise the potential of broadband. Unfortunately, Canada has
relinquished its place as a world leader, and allowed other countries to catch up and move
ahead of us.

Simply put, ITAC firmly believes that Canada should develop an approach that fits our
circumstances and repositions us among the world leaders. We need to finish the roll-out of
broadband to all Canadians across all of Canada, and then we need to move to higher capacity
and speed on a world-class scale.

As an illustration of what other countries are up to, Australia, which is also aiming to be #1 in the
world, has just embarked on a plan that calls for the expenditure of $43 billion to provide fibre to
90 percent of Australian homes and 12-megabyte service to the remaining 10 percent. This
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shows the economic and social value that Australia places on next-generation broadband. And
in the US, President Obama has said he would like the US to be a leader in the world.

Notwithstanding our vast territory and low population density, our current position well ahead of
the U.S. and Australia, and our key advantage of competing wireline infrastructures serving over
90 percent of Canadians, coupled with coming advances in fixed and mobile wireless
technologies, mean that we can and should aim to regain our place of leadership.

It must be stressed that the rollout of broadband must be accompanied by a commensurate
focus on efforts to secure Canada’s role and existing networks. A recent statement by the US
President, “In short, America’s economic prosperity in the 21st century will depend on cyber
security.”, is equally applicable to Canada.3

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Assess our current situation and public and private investment plans and devise a “Made
in Canada” solution to get Canada into a position of leadership in next-generation
broadband by 2014.
Complete and implement a comprehensive cyber security strategy for Canada.

eHealth
The basic building blocks of a modern, sustainable and high-performing healthcare system
include electronic health and medical records, prescription repositories, digital diagnostic
imaging systems and related digital technologies that will enable high performance, better
patient outcomes, and better use of our skilled medical personnel so they can treat far more
patients. The Obama administration has identified this as a key target. So have Canadian
Governments, with strong Provincial investments and collaborative Federal investment through
Canada Health Infoway. Indeed, in its February 2009 Budget, the Federal Government included
the following in its Infrastructure spending:
An efficient and effective health care system continues to be a top priority for Canadians.

3
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The implementation of health information systems in Canada, often referred to as electronic health records,
is a critical element to achieving this goal by enhancing the safety, quality and efficiency of the health care
system. Such systems will not only contribute to reducing waste and duplication within the health system,
they will also contribute to preventing adverse drug events, improving the management of chronic disease,
improving access to care and boosting and productivity.
For the last several years, Canada Health Infoway has been working toward the goal of having electronic
health records in place across Canada. Infoway’s actions are already translating into real benefits for
patients throughout Canada. For example, in Nova Scotia, the shared diagnostic imaging program provides
the delivery of digital images of X-rays, MRIs, CT scans and ultrasounds to authorized health practitioners
where and when they are needed. Nationally, Infoway estimates that investments in digital diagnostic
imaging technology have already increased productivity to a level equivalent to adding more than 500
radiologists to Canada’s health care system. Patients in remote northern communities are now connected
with health care professionals in urban centres through telehealth – improving their access to care.
Budget 2009 provides Canada Health Infoway with $500 million to support the goal of having 50 percent of
Canadians with an electronic health record by 2010. In addition, this funding will be used to speed up the
implementation of electronic medical record systems for physicians and integrated points of service for
hospitals, pharmacies, community care facilities and patients. An electronic medical record system allows
doctors and other health care providers to chart patient health information using a computer, thereby
avoiding duplication of testing and helping to ensure patient safety and effective treatment.
This $500-million investment will not only enhance the safety, quality and efficiency of the health care
system, but will also result in a significant positive contribution to Canada’s economy, including the creation
of thousands of sustainable, knowledge-based jobs throughout Canada.4

We definitely must invest in finishing the job, and in so doing will reap the greatest benefits that
will come from an integrated, complete system. The improvements accruing to our prized health
system will make our nation more competitive. This will also have a stimulating effect on jobs
and globally competitive ICT operations. We already have a sound, federated model to pursue
this in Canada Health Infoway. It is an organization with a proven track record in terms of its
governance and results.

4

Canada’s Economic Action Plan: Budget 2009, page 152.
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RECOMMENDATION:
Complete the task of building an integrated Canadian Electronic Health Infrastructure by
2015.

Digitized Content
Many countries have taken steps to digitize the repository of knowledge residing in centuries of
written words and make it freely available to its citizens and world electronically. Canada lags
other countries in our productive use of the Internet for this purpose.

The Canada Online project would address this deficiency. It aims to provide Canadians the
ability to access the entire output of Canadian publishing. It involves the creation of a Canadian
digital library. This activity would be funded and performed in partnership with various levels of
government and with the owners of the source content who would obtain ownership rights but
would commit to making the information available freely to all Canadians. Most Canadians are
now online. As a next step, Canada Online would provide the Canadian content needed for
Canadians to participate effectively in the new economy. As an objective, Canada can and
should look to make its 21st century infrastructure a competitive advantage.

RECOMMENDATION:
The Federal Government should proceed with the Canada Online project.
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INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION
In its recent report, Innovation and Business Strategy: Why Canada Falls Short, the Council of
Canadian Academies explains the importance of innovation to our competitiveness and
prosperity:
Innovation matters for businesses because novel products and more efficient processes are the principal
means of making businesses more competitive. It is through innovation that businesses find ways to
generate more value from existing resources. As will be argued in what follows, innovation is thus the main
driver of productivity growth – the increased output of goods and services per hour worked. Productivity
growth is, in turn, associated with the international competitiveness and commercial dynamism on which
high employment and good jobs ultimately depend.5

The Council goes on to say that in tomorrow’s world innovation is going to be more necessary
than ever, and expresses concern in the face of evidence suggesting that Canadian business is
lagging in innovation relative not only to the United States, but also to many of our peer group of
economically advanced countries in the OECD.

We have similarly observed poor rankings for Canada by a range of commentators and reports.
We have even seen this phenomenon in comparing the behavior of our customers across
different countries. In light of the role of ICT in driving competitiveness and productivity across a
modern economy, we are well placed to understand that it is imperative for Canada to improve
its performance.

By its nature, innovation does not easily lend itself to comprehensive quantitative measurement.
Nor is it obvious what levers can be used to improve a country’s performance. The key
quantifiable metrics are Business Expenditure on R&D (BERD) and ICT adoption. These are
important inputs to innovation, and they correlate with overall innovation performance, as well
as to the key outcome of innovation, multi-factor productivity, which in turn is the driver of
competitiveness and prosperity.

We discuss the topic of BERD under the section of Competitive Tax Regime.

5

“Report in Focus, Innovation and Business Strategy: Why Canada Falls Short”, Council of Canadian Academies,
April 2009, page 3.
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In the pages that follow, we address ICT Adoption under three headings: ICT Adoption and
Productivity; Governments as Lead Users of ICT; and ICT and Healthcare.

ICT Adoption and Productivity
Beneath the surface of Canada’s current (and hopefully short-term) economic problems, we
face a systemic productivity challenge. There is a persistent 10 to 20 percent gap in labour
productivity between Canada and the United States that trouble many economists and public
policy makers. It is now widely recognized that the use of technology is a key contributor to
productivity growth at both the enterprise and the macro-economic level. In a study conducted in
2003, the Centre for the Study of Living Standards.attributed a significant share of Canada’s
productivity gap to the nation’s comparatively poor rates of technology adoption.6

The chorus of concern about Canada’s under-use of technology has grown. In its most recent
annual report, the Institute for Competitiveness and Prosperity charted the technology
investment gap between Canada and the United States from 1987 till 2007 and suggested
“closing the investment gap offers the potential for closing the prosperity gap. With higher
machinery, equipment and software investment our workforce could be more productive.” The
report also recommends “Investment in assets like machinery and technology and in our own
skills and knowledge is a crucial driver of increased productivity, and productivity growth is
necessary if we are to realize our full potential.”7

6

Sharpe, Andrew, “Why are Americans More Productive than Canadians,” Productivity Monitor, Spring 2003.
“Opportunity in the Turmoil,” Institute for Competitiveness and Prosperity | Martin Prosperity Institute, Report on
Canada 2009, page 42.
7
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The Council of Canadian Academies says:
Investment in advanced machinery and equipment (M&E) is a principal source of productivity growth, both
through its direct labour-augmenting effect and through its induced impact on innovation, including
innovations in the business reorganization required to fully exploit new M&E. (Most of this induced impact is
captured statistically as part of MFP growth.)
Investment in M&E by Canadian business has not always lagged the United States as has been the case
with R&D, though a gap has opened up since the early 1990s (Figure 6). The gap has been almost entirely
due to Canada’s persistently weaker investment in ICT.
The panel believes that the ICT investment picture is consistent with the view that Canadian businesses on
the whole – but always with notable exceptions – are technology followers, not leaders, and are reluctant to
adopt new practices until they have been well proven south of the border. In today’s fast-paced world, that
strategy is unlikely to work as well as it once did.8

While there is general agreement that Canada should do more to increase our level of
technology adoption, there is no clear consensus about the best measures to ensure this. Free
8

“Report in Focus, Innovation and Business Strategy: Why Canada Falls Short”, Council of Canadian Academies,
April 2009, pages 8-9.
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market logic dictates that if businesses understand that technology investments can make them
more competitive, they will make those investments without tax based incentives to do so.
Therefore, the logic continues, strategies to reduce overall tax burden should be sufficient to
address this issue.

Research conducted for ITAC by IDC Canada in 2006, however, suggests that a number of
factors may confound this logic. In particular, it appears that the pressures of operating a small
or medium-sized enterprise complicate decision-making. IDC asked small and medium-sized
business owners for their views on the impact of ICT investment on their businesses. Seventynine percent of respondents reported that improving productivity was a leading business priority.
And the majority of respondents clearly understood that ICT investments would help them
achieve this goal. Yet they still ranked non-ICT investments over ICT investments as a critical
priority for their businesses.9 This study lead us to conclude that in spite of their belief in the
productivity improving benefits of ICT investment, small and medium-sized business owners are
much more ready to make further investments in labour, operating and non-ICT capital expense
categories than they are in ICT.

Clearly, initiatives must be taken to persuade business owners to alter their investment
behavior. In its 2007 Budget, the Government of Ontario allocated $25 million for the Canadian
Manufacturers and Exporters to create a program to promote lean, green and energy efficient
investments among its members as well as the more widespread use of ICTs. The SMART
program, which CME created, aims to inform, educate and provide funding assistance to
manufacturers to help overcome aversions to technology investment. ITAC is pleased to
support CME in this program and looks forward to an assessment of the effectiveness of
programs of this nature.

ITAC and others have advocated more direct, tax-based policy instruments to help boost
productivity-enhancing technology investments. One of the most thorough and thoughtful
recommendations came from the Telecommunications Policy Review Panel in 2006,
The Federal Government should introduce an ICT adoption tax credit targeted at small and
medium-sized enterprises and having the following features:
a. It should apply to investments in ICT assets and to complementary expenses
related to ICT adoption;
9

Hyjek, Michael and Jamie Sharp, “Does ICT Matter to SMBs in Canada?” IDC 2006.
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b.
c.
d.
e.

It should define ICT assets broadly as including computers, communications
equipment, software and computerized manufacturing equipment;
Complimentary expenditures related to the effective adoption of ICTs such as costs
related to ICT training and process re-engineering necessary for ICT adoption
should be eligible for the tax credit;
In order to increase its effectiveness and reduce the associated tax expenditures,
the ICT adoption tax credit should apply only to incremental ICT adoption costs; and
The tax credit should be fully refundable when no tax is payable.10

In its February 2009 Budget, the Federal Government addressed this need, with a time-limited
100 percent Capital Cost Allowance and elimination of the half-year rule for investments in
computers and their operating systems. Various provinces followed suit. This is an excellent
measure, albeit it leaves out applications software, which is as important if not more in driving
competitive performance today. It will remain to be seen whether this incentive, coupled with
lower tax rates on investment, global economic restructuring and competition will be enough to
finally change this fundamental competitiveness gap, or whether and what further measures are
required.

RECOMMENDATION:
Canada needs continued, clear and persistent communication from Government and
industry leaders that business needs to step up its investments in technology. We need
to review our performance and the measures we have taken such as capital cost
allowance incentives and determine whether further measures are needed. Our objective
should be to close the Canada-U.S. gap in ICT investment per worker, which is currently
at 37.4 percent to 13 percent by 2015.

Governments as Lead Users of ICT
Governments, at all jurisdictional levels, are among the most important customers information
and communications technology companies have. The value of the public sector market alone –
well above $7 billion in Canada – would be sufficient to make them so. But beyond this
purchasing power, governments are also prized in their role as “model users” of technology,
inspiring other players in the economy to make similar investments and serving as important
reference clients for Canadian exporters seeking new markets abroad. These two qualities
combine to make public sector procurement a key priority for our industry.

10

“Report of the Telecommunications Policy Review Panel,” Ottawa 2006, Recommendation 7-5.
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Governments can achieve a major win-win by buying outcomes rather than inputs, and using
ICT to drive improved performance. In fact, Governments should do what they are encouraging
businesses to do. This will be particularly important if we are to dig out of massive deficits. And
in the meantime it will sustain lasting jobs in an industry that will be the growth engine for our
economy.

Governments sometime encounter difficulties in managing large technology projects. However,
best practices have evolved significantly in this area, including the building up of requisite skills
and implementation of appropriate project governance. Canada’s ICT industry is willing and
eager to work with Government in addressing these issues.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Government adopts a policy to be the best in the world in the use of technology.
Government adopts the objective of remaining at the head of world rankings in egovernment.
Government continues to address streamlining of cumbersome procurement processes
and contractual terms that impede the ability of technology firms to compete for their
business.
Government be knowledgeable buyers buying solutions rather than inputs.
Government plays the role of lead user of new innovations through programs outside the
procurement process.

ICT and Healthcare
While the adoption of technology is key to productivity growth throughout our traded economy,
its benefits in health are even more profound.

Acclaimed globally as one of the most accessible and universal systems in the world, Canada’s
publicly funded healthcare system is a source of pride for Canadians. However, healthcare
costs in Canada are escalating rapidly, threatening the system’s ability to remain affordable and
effective. Since 2000, for example, costs have increased an average of seven percent annually,
exceeding the growth rate of Canada’s economy. Canada now spends $121 billion or ten
percent of its gross domestic product on healthcare. If the trend in rising costs continues, the
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Conference Board of Canada predicts that provincial governments will soon be devoting half of
their budgets to healthcare, a clearly unsustainable situation.

Meanwhile, with the greying of the baby boomers, pressures on the system are mounting.
According to a study released by PricewaterhouseCoopers, the number of working taxpayers
outnumbered non-working pensioners in the developed world by three to one in 1999. But by
2030, the ratio will fall to 1.5 to one, putting an even greater strain on healthcare budgets.

Strategic investments in ICT are one measure that can reduce this strain. For example, the
Commission on the Future of Health Care in Canada (2002) recommended that Canada invest
in healthcare ICT as a cost-effective way to improve efficiency, enhance productivity and
provide better patient care. There is a growing body of research evidence that demonstrates
that the increased use of ICT in healthcare settings can result in significant improvements in
health outcomes.

Unfortunately, Canada’s overall investment in healthcare ICT is low compared to other
developed economies. A recent report from The Conference Board of Canada compared
Canada’s performance in healthcare delivery with six other OECD countries deemed to be
among the best in terms of health status outcomes. The paper noted that Canadian acute care
organizations spend between 1.8 and 2.5 percent of their budgets on ICT. This compares
unfavourably with Sweden, which invests 4 percent on ICT. The Conference Board ranks
Sweden second (after Switzerland) in the overall performance of its health system while Canada
is ranked 13th. Sweden achieves its ranking in spite of the fact that its population has a higher
percentage of people older than 65 than any other country studied. The report concludes
“When the healthcare workforce is able to use tools, such as ICT and participate in continuing
education, it results in substantial enhancement to patient care and greater productivity.”

Canada is known for its world-leading capabilities in ICT. Yet we spend less in healthcare ICT
than other countries and less than in other service sectors. This is despite the fact that ICT
investments have been proven, time and time again in most other industries, to significantly
reduce costs, enhance productivity and improve service. Equally important, this ignores the fact
that healthcare ICT is a burgeoning global market. Gartner Dataquest, for example, expects the
world market for healthcare ICT to grow to $97 billion (USD) in 2005. By investing in and
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building the capacity for Canadian companies to innovate in healthcare ICT, Canada could
make lucrative inroads into this growing market.

RECOMMENDATION:
Increase the amount of operational healthcare funding dedicated to ICT to at least four
percent, to match the ICT investment in healthcare of the world’s leaders in healthcare
technology and services.

ICT and the Environment
The ICT industry strongly believes that it is wrong to oppose economic prosperity and solving
environmental challenges. By taking a resolutely pro innovation and pro technology approach,
we can solve our environmental challenges without impairing our prosperity. Indeed, in so doing
we can build significant knowledge-based economic opportunities.

Canada’s ICT enterprises are already leaders in waste reduction and eco-efficiency initiatives in
their own operations. A number of years ago the Canadian ICT industry promoted the creation
of the Electronic Products Stewardship Canada initiative. Our industry is also involved with
Natural Resources Canada on energy efficiency and stand-by power initiatives and with
Environment Canada on chemicals management and toxic reduction. However, these efforts will
pale in significance beside the environmental gains that can be made through the application of
ICT across other sectors of the Canadian economy. Such applications will serve to significantly
enhance efficiency in the use of resources – to the great benefit of the environment, productivity
and innovation.

Studies show that substantial improvements can be achieved through the use of information
and communications technology and ICT-related process improvements such as tele-working.
These are often overlooked in favor of other measures or technologies that may actually be of
less impact.

The Global eSustainability Initiative’s 2008 study, for example, suggests that 15% of global
carbon emissions in 2020 can be cut through application of ICT across all sectors of the
economy – smart motor systems, smart logistics, smart buildings and smart grids.11 A
11

SMART 2020: Enabling the low carbon economy in the information age, 2008.
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subsequent report published by Bell Canada and the World Wildlife Fund, “High Tech Key to
Low Carbon Future”, provided Canada-specific findings: “By making better use of Information
and Communications Technology (ICT), Canada’s GHG emissions can be reduced by 20 milion
tonnes a year … That’s equivalent to taking 3.2 million cars off the road, or 7 percent of
Canada’s annual Kyoto obligation. With more aggressive implementation, reductions as high as
36 million tonnes a year are realistically achievable in a 2020 timeframe. Because most of these
cuts come from improving energy efficiency, cost savings to business, government and
individuals are conservatively estimated at $7.5 billion - $13 billion per year.12

RECOMMENDATION:
Industry and government should work together to further investigate both the potential
environmental benefits of the application of ICT to the various industrial sectors, and to
identify the most effective means by which investment in ICT can be encouraged across
the Canadian economy. Canada’s environmental and greenhouse gas action plan should
include an explicit component of performance improvement to be achieved through
increased use of information and communications technology as well as ICT-related
process improvements such as tele-working.

12

“High Tech Key to Low Carbon Future,” 2008.
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COMPETITIVE TAX REGIME
By 2010, the tax policy measures implemented in recent budgets (both Federal and Provincial)
to reduce the taxation burden will move Canada from a position of one of the highest taxed
members of G-7 to the lowest. Particularly praise-worthy is the measure announced by the
Ontario Government (with significant support from the Federal Government) to harmonize the
Retail Sales Tax with GST. This measure will not only improve Ontario’s Marginal Effective Tax
Rate (METR), it will significantly reduce the administrative tax burden on Ontario-based
business. It is an excellent example of bold and timely tax policy. The ICT sector believes
Canada can and should pursue an ongoing tax advantage in order to ensure our
competitiveness in the face of larger, faster-growing and lower cost economies.

Low effective marginal tax rates will certainly have an impact on the success of Canadian
businesses. And they will influence the decisions of businesses from other jurisdictions to invest
in Canada. But low METR alone will not be sufficient to ensure that high risk investments, such
as those made in research development, are made here. Jurisdictions all around the world
highly prize and compete fiercely for R&D investments. Canada pioneered in tax policy
innovations to attract this investment by establishing the Scientific Research and Experimental
Development tax credits in the 1980s.

But in the past two decades many other nations have created or improved their own programs
to stimulate R&D. Some of these programs are specifically targeted to industrial R&D like the
SR&ED program, but some take other forms of support such as property tax relief, targeted
government programs or other indirect means of support for R&D. France has increased the
attractiveness of its tax credit program, and other countries, notably the U.S., provide much
more direct funding for R&D. This is an indication of the extent to which R&D activity and the
ancillary economic benefits accruing from it, such as high value jobs, innovation, productivity
and spin-offs, are prized by governments around the world. Another factor that fuels the global
competition for R&D investment is the mobile nature of this investment. R&D can occur virtually
anywhere in the world with the right pool of highly skilled knowledge workers. This reality has
helped to fuel the economic transformation occurring in relatively low cost jurisdictions in Asia
and Eastern Europe. The combination of lower wage rates, mass production of engineers,
scientists with advanced degrees, and government support (direct or indirect) place Canada’s
position as an R&D active nation under strong competitive pressure. Like any other economic
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activity, companies will locate their R&D operations wherever it makes the most economic
sense. Those responsible for managing Canada’s R&D facilities live and breathe this reality
daily. They face pressure not only from their business rivals but internally with their own
companies as well. They must regularly justify, based on the quality and cost of outputs, why
research and development operations should remain in Canada.

The Federal Government contends that the SR&ED program is “one of the most advantageous
systems in the industrialized world for promoting business investment in R&D.” Without
question, SR&ED has helped to fuel Canada’s growth as a technology creating nation. But
logically we should expect that a country with the most advantageous incentive program should
expect to be among the top performers in business research and development investment. This
is not the case. Canada ranks 14th among Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and
Development (OECD) member countries for business expenditures on R&D — a middle-of-theroad position at best. Clearly our SR&ED program is not sufficient to put us in a leadership
position. The Science Technology and Innovation Council notes that while Canada’s tax credits
for R&D are one of the highest in the world for small and medium-sized companies, “… other
countries, notably economies such as Mexico, France, China, India and Singapore offer much
higher credits for R&D performed by large firms.”13

The Council of Canadian Academies elaborates on this point:
A rigorous cost-benefit analysis of the SR&ED estimated a net economic benefit of 11 cents per dollar on
tax expenditure, or a benefit of about $400 million annually for the economy. Although the SR&ED program
is generally popular with business, there has also been persistent criticism of its design because the
incentive is of much less benefit for large firms when tough economic conditions reduce or eliminate taxable
income and there is pressure to delay R&D spending. A refundable SR&ED credit (which is available for
very small R&D performers) would strengthen the incentive for larger firms to sustain the pace and
continuity of R&D through downturns.14

Over the past ten years, speaking from the perspective of the largest industrial sector investor in
R&D in Canada, ITAC has advocated reform of the SR&ED program to fulfill one simple
13

“State of the Nation 2008: Canada’s Science, Technology and Innovation System”, Science, Technology and
Innovation Council 2009, page 22.
14
“Report in Focus, Innovation and Business Strategy: Why Canada Falls Short”, Council of Canadian Academies,
April 2009, page 18.
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principle. We believe that the credits should be refundable so that all R&D investors should
have access to the credits that they have earned.

RECOMMENDATION:
SR&ED plays a sustaining role in the life of knowledge-based companies. Broadening
eligibility and access to refundable SR&ED credits will help high-growth companies
weather tightened credit markets. Broadening SR&ED’s refundability will have an
immediate impact on key jobs and projects. We recommend reform of SR&ED to ensure
all R&D investors can benefit from the program.
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ACCESS TO CAPITAL
Venture Capital and Other Sources of Liquidity for
Technology Firms
The global financial crisis has focused significant public policy concern upon the sustainability of
financial institutions. Much of the discourse leading up to the 2009 Federal Budget revolved
around maintaining the liquidity of banks themselves and the industrial-economy businesses
that depend upon them.

However, innovation-based businesses in ICT and in other knowledge-based sectors are
generally not as dependent upon bank financing as other businesses.

Because of the high-risk, high-potential return characteristic and the relatively long gestation
time of R&D intensive ventures, these companies typically do not build their businesses on loan
financing. Financing generally begins with an initial “friends and family” round. Angel investment
might supersede or follow this round. Government programs can also be helpful at the early
stages of a technology company’s evolution. The NRC’s Industrial Research Assistance
Program and the Ontario Centre of Excellence’s Investment Accelerator Fund are two examples
of government programs that provide funding and management consultation for young ventures.

As a company evolves and prepares to bring its products to market, its costs escalate
precipitating an initial round of venture capital backing. The venture capital industry in Canada is
young in comparison with other jurisdictions. Ninety-two percent of Canadian funds were started
after 1994. This relative immaturity hurt performance and left many funds particularly vulnerable
to the downturn in the technology sector in 2001. This, in part, explains the current crisis in
Canadian venture capital funding. Canadian venture capital markets are at the lowest level of
funding we have seen since 1997.
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This could spell the demise of many promising companies currently seeking financing rounds.
These companies represent the next generation of technology success stories. It also places
heavier pressure on entrepreneurs to seek funding in more robust VC markets, such as the
United States. The table below illustrates the influx of foreign based venture capital clearly. And,
while generally speaking, foreign investment is perceived as a positive force, it can present a
challenge to our desire to build home-grown technology champions. Venture capitalists like to
keep a close eye on their investment. This frequently requires the funded Canadian enterprise
to locate staff or even move the whole operation closer to the funding source.

To return our innovation-based sector to health, to help ensure the evolution of the next
Canadian tech ventures to achieve the $1 billion revenue threshold, we need to attend to the
troubles in Canada’s venture capital market. These problems are many and, in combination,
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effectively snarl the venture capital industry. Labour-Sponsored Investment Funds (LSIFs) were
introduced in Canada in 1988 to encourage Canadians to invest in small and mid-sized
companies. LSIFs have been among the most active players in the early stage funding of
technology ventures, but they did not generally perform well. In the summer of 2005, the Ontario
Government announced its intention to eliminate the 15 percent tax credit which served as an
incentive for LSIF investors. This has had the impact of effectively ending any new LSIF
investment in our largest Province. Recently, the Canadian Retail Venture Capital Association
has suggested new measures to stimulate the supply of retail venture capital. Their proposal
would allow individual investors in the best Canadian companies to target specific sectors with
increased investment up to a threshold of $10,000, help eliminate red tape and reduce
investment costs and redefine reserve requirements. Increasing the investment ticket will
encourage marginally higher levels of investment and help to secure a greater pool of venture
capital.

Other suggestions for expanding the VC pool have revolved around government involvement in
the creation of “Fund of Funds” programs. Fund of funds programs are a collective investment
scheme that manages a portfolio of investments in funds rather than direct investments in
companies. In Canada, British Columbia and Ontario have launched Fund of Funds initiative
which, with matching private sector investment, will theoretically flow significant resources into
the venture capital market. In a climate of venture capital conservatism, however, it is unclear
how much of this will actually fuel new ventures.

Quebec has taken strong measures to increase the flow of venture capital in its 2009 Budget.

The Federal Government’s two major vehicles for fostering emerging companies are Business
Development Bank (BDC) and Export Development Canada (EDC). BDC provides both loans
and venture capital to businesses in all industries with a focus on small and medium-sized firms.
EDC provides Canadian exporting companies with trade finance and risk management services.
In Budget 2009, the Government increased the authorized capital limits of EDC and BDC by
$1.5 billion each. In November 2008, the Government had announced $350 million of new
funding for BDC. It also appears to grasp the urgency of bringing additional financing to the
marketplace. But it is not clear how much of the announced funds will go to venture capital, and
more needs to be done to improve the downward trend in the financing of knowledge-based
ventures.
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RECOMMENDATION:
Adopt the Retail Venture Capital Association’s proposal for enhancements to Canada’s
retail venture capital market.

Ensure that “Fund of Funds” program’s funds find their way into the market to support
emerging ventures directly. This may take the form of a short-term earmark from the
funds and a temporary mandate to enable direct investment.

Ensure that BDC programs address liquidity issues for venture-back firms as well as
conventionally financed firms. This may require temporary mandate changes.
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SMART LEGAL AND REGULATORY REGIME
Like most business organizations ITAC favours a light-handed approach to regulation.
However, even the most freely competitive pursuit requires rules of engagement, and an
innovation-driven Canadian industry needs more than forbearance from the regulatory regime.

Canada needs a regulatory and legislative philosophy that grasps the new realities of an
increasingly digital and increasingly global marketplace. ITAC believes that Canada’s laws and
regulations should reflect the dynamic pace of change in the knowledge-based industries. We
also believe that they should reflect our place at the leading edge of a technological revolution.
This requires a regime that builds confidence among customers and fosters new forms of highvalue commerce. In short, Canada requires a regulatory regime that is smart.

Canada’s current legal and regulatory regime is well regarded, but there is certainly room for
improvement. In today’s world, we need a legal and regulatory regime that will drive success
and leadership in the Internet economy. We must look at our existing regime and any proposed
regulatory interventions from the standpoint of whether they will foster world-leading adoption
and development of technology; and in particular, whether they will impede or promote
investment. ITAC notes that the recently introduced Bill C-27, the Electronic Commerce
Protection Act, is clear step forward, and looks forward to the opportunity to work with
government on this bill and others to ensure they will enhance confidence in the Internet.

But we have larger issues to tackle. The Internet is profoundly changing both how Canadians
interact and do business, and the business of our traditionally regulated communications
industries. Yet key framework legislation, including our Broadcasting Act, Telecommunications
Act and Copyright Act essentially pre-date the Internet era. We need a concerted effort to
update our legal and regulatory regime to reflect where things are going rather than where
they’ve been. The recent CRTC decision wisely deciding to extend the exemption of new media
from broadcasting regulations (Broadcasting Regulatory Policy CRTC 2009-329) makes this
point quite vividly. It also calls for a national digital strategy.

Furthermore, our policy regime must reflect the trend towards RFID and sensor networks, an
“Internet of things” where a wide variety of devices will be networked and will communicate with
people and with other devices. Canada must recognize this trend and seek to be a leader in this
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area as well. In addition, there are specific policy issues that will arise. For example, this
“Internet of things” must be secured, and must have the means to “authenticate” the “identities”
of all endpoints, whether human or otherwise if they are to be relied upon to fulfill their
designated functions.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Work aggressively towards a comprehensive approach to a legal and regulatory regime
that will foster leadership in investment in, development and use of technology in the
Internet economy.
Review our existing framework legislation and regulatory regimes (including the
Broadcasting Act, the Telecommunications Act and the Copyright Act) in order to
coherently reflect the Internet world and the interdependencies that it brings.
Review the need for new legislation for amendments to existing legislation to help secure
confidence in the Internet economy and implement the appropriate legislative changes in
areas such as privacy, spam, spyware, identity theft and pretexting.
Review other potential barriers to Internet-based commerce in areas such as border,
customs and postal rates, rules and procedures.
Develop a comprehensive policy to promote Canadian leadership in the deployment and
use of the Internet of things, including RFID.
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A National ICT Strategy for Canada
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
TALENT
RECOMMENDATIONS:
Develop a national ICT skills strategy for Canada.
Coalesce the efforts of the private, public and NGO sectors to promote STEM literacy through a
national campaign. Aim to improve Canada’s performance in producing science and
engineering graduates (moving from 20th to 5th by 2015).
Industry and government should invest in programs that foster increased enrollments in next
generation ICT careers (business/ICT professionals and specialized/multi-disciplinary
technologists). It should support national collaborations among post-secondary institutions,
employers and career transition organizations that improve pathways to these next generation
careers.
The ICT sector should collaborate more closely with the academic sector to strengthen existing
cross disciplinary programs and encourage the creation of more.

21st CENTURY INFRASTRUCTURE
RECOMMENDATION:
Ensure that plans for infrastructure investment embrace modern concepts about what
constitutes infrastructure including investments in broadband, electronic health and the
digitization of cultural content.

Broadband
RECOMMENDATION:
Assess our current situation and public and private investment plans and devise a “Made in
Canada” solution to get Canada into a position of leadership in next-generation broadband by
2014.
Complete and implement a comprehensive cyber security strategy for Canada.

eHealth
RECOMMENDATION:
Complete the task of building an integrated Canadian Electronic Health Infrastructure by 2015.
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Digitized Content
RECOMMENDATION:
The Federal Government should proceed with the Canada Online project.

INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION
ICT Adoption and Productivity
RECOMMENDATION:
Canada needs continued, clear and persistent communication from Government and industry
leaders that business needs to step up its investments in technology. We need to review our
performance and the measures we have taken such as capital cost allowance incentives and
determine whether further measures are needed. Our objective should be to close the CanadaU.S. gap in ICT investment per worker, which is currently at 37.4 percent to 13 percent by 2015.

Governments as Lead Users of ICT
RECOMMENDATIONS:
Government adopts a policy to be the best in the world in the use of technology.
Government adopts the objective of remaining at the head of world rankings in e-government.
Government continues to address streamlining of cumbersome procurement processes and
contractual terms that impede the ability of technology firms to compete for their business.
Government be knowledgeable buyers buying solutions rather than inputs.
Government plays the role of lead user of new innovations through programs outside the
procurement process.

ICT and Healthcare
RECOMMENDATION:
Increase the amount of operational healthcare funding dedicated to ICT to at least four percent,
to match the ICT investment in healthcare of the world’s leaders in healthcare technology and
services.

ICT and the Environment
RECOMMENDATION:
Industry and government should work together to further investigate both the potential
environmental benefits of the application of ICT to the various industrial sectors, and to identify
the most effective means by which investment in ICT can be encouraged across the Canadian
economy. Canada’s environmental and greenhouse gas action plan should include an explicit
component of performance improvement to be achieved through increased use of information
and communications technology as well as ICT-related process improvements such as teleworking.
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COMPETITIVE TAX REGIME
RECOMMENDATION:
SR&ED plays a sustaining role in the life of knowledge-based companies. Broadening eligibility
and access to refundable SR&ED credits will help high-growth companies weather tightened
credit markets. Broadening SR&ED’s refundability will have an immediate impact on key jobs
and projects. We recommend reform of SR&ED to ensure all R&D investors can benefit from
the program.

ACCESS TO CAPITAL
Venture Capital and Other Sources of Liquidity for
Technology Firms
RECOMMENDATION:
Adopt the Retail Venture Capital Association’s proposal for enhancements to Canada’s retail
venture capital market.
Ensure that “Fund of Funds” program’s funds find their way into the market to support emerging
ventures directly. This may take the form of a short-term earmark from the funds and a
temporary mandate to enable direct investment.
Ensure that BDC programs address liquidity issues for venture-back firms as well as
conventionally financed firms. This may require temporary mandate changes.

SMART LEGAL AND REGULATORY REGIME
RECOMMENDATION:
Work aggressively towards a comprehensive approach to a legal and regulatory regime that will
foster leadership in investment in, development and use of technology in the Internet economy.
Review our existing framework legislation and regulatory regimes (including the
Broadcasting Act, the Telecommunications Act and the Copyright Act) in order to
coherently reflect the Internet world and the interdependencies that it brings.
Review the need for new legislation for amendments to existing legislation to help secure
confidence in the Internet economy and implement the appropriate legislative changes in
areas such as privacy, spam, spyware, identity theft and pretexting.
Review other potential barriers to Internet-based commerce in areas such as border,
customs and postal rates, rules and procedures.
Develop a comprehensive policy to promote Canadian leadership in the deployment and
use of the Internet of things, including RFID.
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